
Chapter 1 Lesson 4- Relationships in the Ecosystem

Producers- organisms that make their own food using energy in sunlight
consumers- organisms that cannot make their own food
Decomposers- organisms that break down other organisms into the basic materials of life
Food chain- shows the energy that passes from one organism to another
Food web-shows how all the food chains in the ecosystem are connected
Competition- the struggle between organisms for food, water, mates, space, shelter and other
needs.
Energy pyramid- show the amount of energy in an ecosystem

-In an ecosystem producers, consumers and decomposers have certain roles:
1-Producers are organisms that use photosynthesis to make their own food using energy in
sunlight. Examples of producers are plants.
2-Consumers get energy by eating plants and animals. They cannot make their own food using
energy from the sun.
-Consumers are classified by the food they eat:

-A-herbivores- only eat plants (ex: rabbits and deer)
-B-omnivores- eat both plants and animals (ex: raccoons and bears)
-C-carnivores- only eat animals (ex: tigers and lions)

3-decomposers- break down dead producers and consumers. They turn dead matter into
simpler substances.
-In an ecosystem producers, consumers and decomposers depend on each other.
-A food chain shows different kinds of organisms and their energy relationships to one another.
The energy in a food chain moves from producers to consumers.  The arrows in a food chain
show the direction the energy flows.
- Decomposers are usually left out of food chain diagrams because they take part in every step
of the food chain.
-A food web is made up of a group of connected food chains.
-Two food webs can be connected by an organism from one food web that may also eat
organisms that are part of a different food web.
-Food chains and food webs show the relationship between organisms in the ecosystem.
-Predators and prey are both part of the food web. Predators hunt other organisms for food.
Prey are organisms that predators hunt.
-When more than one consumer eats the same organism in a food chain, the consumers may
compete with each other for food. Competition is the struggle between organisms for food,
water, mates, space, shelter and other needs.
-Energy pyramid shows the amount of energy in an ecosystem.
-In an energy pyramid, the producer level supports the most organisms in the energy pyramid.
-Producers are the bottom of the pyramid, next level shows herbivores and after are omnivores
and carnivores.


